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Thanks all for the excellent
summary talks with progress
and future plans!
Charged by the SC, I will focus
more on the future plans.

WG3’s unique task: BSM Higgs
• Target space is huge (BSM)
• Pathway not clearly defined (in

contrast to WG1: Higgs XS&BR; and WG2:
Higgs Properties;)

WG3’s uniqueness deems huge
span of tasks, prioritization
procedures, and form of services

Every success has many parents.
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To accelerate, ensure not-tomiss, the opportunities for new
physics at the LHC
Different subgroups have different
emphasis amongst these tasks, for instance,
the MSSM group and Exotic Higgs group

The (break down of) goals of WG3:
• Promote new, valuable theory development to
experimental searches; (ThExp)
• Provide recommendation of new search
channels;
• Provide recommendation of benchmarks
& cross sections;
• Develop/maintain/combine tools for the
calculation of physical observables;
• Promote new experimental results and
capabilities to the theory community;
(ExpTh)
• Address theory issues/questions raise by our
experimental colleagues; (ExpThExp)
• *Ensure a correct description of TH/PH
issues in EXP publications;
• E.g., review of the descriptions of MSSM
benchmarks in a number of ATLAS/CMS
publications

• E.g., answer the heavy Higgs rate

Tasks and Plans: MSSM subgroup

Tasks and Plans: Exotic Higgs Decay Subgroup

New benchmark
developed (e.g., ALP,
8leps, meson+gauge
boson).
The list is growing.

I apologize here of not covering
all of the subgroups.
Beyond subgroup activities, we
also have various cross-group
activities with other groups,
e.g., HH, LLP, etc.

WG3’s unique task: BSM Higgs Issues (my personal view)
There is also a lack of activities, for many reasons:
• Lack of excitements; BSM theorists are very mobile, and wants quick results;
• BSM theorists already said what can be done in the coming years? (which I
would not agree)
• Lack of recognition of efforts;
For instance (true case but I hide the names):
• Our Experimental colleagues conducting a search on a particular channel of Higgs exotic decays;
• Having trouble generating signal events efficiently, they turned to the theorists;
• The theorists who wrote the paper and model file are no longer interested in providing support (they
are all busy/interests shifted/got cited anyway);
• No one responded for some time, so I provided some suggestions and ideas to circumvent the problem,
but it failed (Oct. 2019);
• Our experimental colleagues kept on trying;
• Contacted the generator people and possibility identified it is the model file’s problem and asked the
authors and theory convenors again; again no one responded after a month.
• I would estimate the work, since it is subtle (but not suitable for a pheno paper), cost a theorist 2-8
weeks. It is non-trivial amuont of service. How do we encourage a new theorist to help solve this
problem? (Does this qualify a CERN Pub? And is it attractive enough?)

*happen less often
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• Keeping recruiting motivated people;
• Restructuring to excited areas (such as
hidden sector or in connection with
astro/cosmo)
• Exp recognizing theorists' services (in talks,
documents, or co-authorship, etc.)
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experimental searches; (ThExp)
• Provide recommendation of new search
channels;
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& cross sections;
• Develop/maintain/combine tools for the
calculation of physical observables;
• Promote new experimental results and
capabilities to the theory community;
(ExpTh)
• Address theory issues/questions raise by our
experimental colleagues; (ExpThExp)
• *Ensure a correct description of TH/PH
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